
On May 25th 2020, George 
Floyd, an African-American 
man, was killed in Minnesota 
USA while in police custody. 
This is one of many killings of 
African-Americans at the hands 
of the American police. This 
injustice has outraged and 
broken the hearts of millions of 
people around the world, 
many of whom have taken to 
protesting to have their voices 
heard. 

We aim to ensure that all our 
students leave school with a strong 
sense of what it means to be a good 
citizen and can use their voice, 
passion and education to make the 
world a better place for everyone. We 
understand that the death of George 
Floyd will have caused strong 
emotions within our local community; 
we are outraged too. 

In solidarity with our black community, we have 
created this newsletter to encourage dialogue, raise 
awareness and  to help understand how we can all 
do more to stand against racism. 



What is an ally and why are allies 
necessary?
Allies help to support those suffering 
injustice. Allies might have more power or 
privilege than those they are supporting, so 
they can use this to support others. Anyone 
has the potential to be an ally. Allies 
recognize that though they are not a 
member of the oppressed group(s) they 
support, they make a concerted effort to 
better understand the struggles of those 
who are oppressed. 

The work of an ally
Being an ally is hard work. Many of those 
who want to be allies are scared of making 
missteps that get them labelled as “-ist” or 
“-ic” (racist, sexist, transphobic, 
homophobic, etc). As an ally, there is much 
to unlearn and learn . As an ally, you need 
to be willing to own your mistakes and be 
proactive in your education. Just as society 
will not change overnight, neither will you. 
Here are some do’s and don’ts that are 
incredibly important as you learn, grow and 
step into the role of an ally

Nelson Mandela



Tips

❑ Do not tell or laugh at racist jokes

❑ Understand that black people face struggles that others do not

❑ Be intolerant of intolerance.

❑ Confront your stereotypes and misconceptions and be open to being 

corrected

❑ Be proactive about inclusion in your daily life.

❑ Stop making an anecdotal self-experience (I've been there too...) discount 

what you are  learning about a black person's story/experience.

❑ Start and encourage dialogues about equality and justice

What you should NOT do:

❑ Do not expect those who are oppressed to educate you on their struggles. 

❑ Do not participate for the gold medal in the “Oppression Olympics” (you 

don’t need to compare how your struggle is just  as bad)

❑ Do not behave as though you know what is best for people who are 

experiencing oppression and discrimination 

❑ Do not take credit for the labour of those who are marginalized and did the 

work before you stepped into the picture

❑ Do not assume that every member of a minority  group feels oppressed

What can you do to be an ally?

❑ Do be open to listening

❑ Do be aware of your implicit biases

❑ Do your research to learn more about the 

history of the struggle in which you are 

participating

❑ Do take it upon yourself to use the tools around 

you to learn and answer your questions

❑ Do the inner work to figure out a way to 

acknowledge how you participate in oppressive 

systems

❑ Do the outer work and figure out how to 

change the oppressive systems

❑ Do amplify (online and when physically 

present) the voices of those you are supporting

❑ Do learn how to listen and accept criticism with 

grace, even if it’s uncomfortable

“Hate. It has caused a lot of 
problems in this world, but has 
not yet solved one.”

Maya Angelou



What can we all do to ensure we stand against racism?

Be aware of our ‘unconscious bias’
Unconscious bias is how  preconceived ideas about race influences 
what we expect of someone and how we treat them. Being aware 
of this is the first step to really being aware of the different ways 
in which racism manifests itself. 

Examples of unconscious bias. Have you ever thought of or said 
these things to a black person?

❑Why do black people do that?
❑Oh that’s not a very black name
❑You didn’t sound black over the phone
❑Is that your real hair?
❑Look at my tan, I am as black as you now
❑I love your skin colour
❑Mixed race babies are so cute, I want one

Be aware of cultural appropriation 

This is when someone adopts parts of a culture that is not their 
own because they think it is cool, without giving the necessary 
respect to that culture and without acknowledging that what they 
are doing is a meaningful part of someone else's culture and not 
just a fashion statement 

Examples of cultural appropriation

❑Wearing traditional clothes and hairstyles from other cultures, 
without  understanding the meaning
❑Wearing religious and tribal symbols when you don’t follow that 
religion
❑Using cultural or religious clothing as fancy dress 



What can we all do to ensure we stand against racism?

Understanding white privilege
White privilege is not usually intentionally done by individuals and 
it doesn’t mean that all white people are racist. It means that 
systems in society have been historically set up to give white 
people an advantage or to suit the needs of white people, because 
positions of power have been held by white men. White people 
can  use their privilege to challenge this unfairness. 

Examples of white privilege

❑White people dominating the front covers of magazines
❑White actors taking the majority of leading roles
❑White people holding most of the positions of authority and 
power
❑White young people dominating the intake at Oxford and 
Cambridge Universities
❑White people are less likely to be followed by the police or 
searched  


